Subsampling techniques developed by Hartigan (for independent observations) and by Carlstein (for mixing processes on the integers) are extended to estimate variances and covariances of statistics of spatial processes.
RANDOM FIELDS
A random field on T =.ZZv, for some positive integer v, is a collection X of random elements tXt : t e T}, taking values in some measurable space X. Let P denote its joint distribution. The random field is uniformly mixing at an exponential rate if there exists a positive constant a such that, if I and J are finite subsets of T , then sup I peE IF)-P(E) I s II I exp [-ad(I ,] )], (1.1) where the supremum is over all tXt : tel j-measurable E c TX, and tXt : t e J}-measurable Fe TX with P (F »0, II I denotes the cardinality of I , and d (I, J) = min {d (s , r ) : s e I , t e J} for some metric d on T.
The property is called "uniform regularity" by Dobrushin (1968) , who suggests that it is unrealistic to assume, as does Deo (1975) , that the upper bound in (1.1) does not depend on the cardinality of I. The measure of dependence between events is stronger than using the supremum of I P (EF ) -P (E )P (F) I, which can be small just because
Slower rates of weakening of dependence should suffice to validate subsampling methods (Central Limit theorems, etc.), but Gibbs random fields that satisfy Dobrushin's (1968) uniqueness condition invariably display exponentially fast decay of covariances with distance (Kunsch 1982 , Fblmer 1982 . This is implied by uniform mixing at an exponential rate (Ibragimov and Linnik. 1971, Theorem 17.2.3) : if U and Y are square integrable random variables, the former tXt : tel j-measurable, and the latter tXt : t e J j-measurable, then [-Yzad(I,] number of blocks b n contained in Sn grows to infinity with n , and the blocks all increase towards T. The diameter of the blocks {In J} is on = max {d (s ,t ) : s ,t e In J }. Suppose that the metric d is such that on grows to infinity with n faster than log an' and that the number of blocks less than on away from each block is bounded by some 1\:>0. PROPOSITION 2.1: If (i) X is stationary, and uniformly mixing at an exponential rate, (ii) lim EQn = ee R, and (iii) {EQn z } are uniformly bounded, then Q n converges to ein mean square, as n -+ 00.
Proof Suppose the blocks are labeled in such a manner that, for each n , d ([n,l'/n,Z) is the smallest of the inter-block distances to [n,l that are greater than, or equal to on'
where the second summand on the right-hand side arises from using the bound lVQn,l for the covariance between Qn,l and each Qn,j such that
the uniform bound for the second moments of the {Qn,j}' then (Yn,h -Yn,j) (Zn,jl-Zn,h )] = Cov(Yn,j ,2 n ) . Hence, the subsampling estimator of the covariance between~Y n, and~Zn is
for any non-negative, symmetrical, finite weights {ronU l' j Z): ISj 1<i zSb n} adding to 1 and such that ron Ul, Proof Define the centered,~-standardized subsample values Y:,j == (Yn,j-EYn,j), andZ:,j ==~(Zn,j-EZn,j). 
EXAMPLES
3.1. Intensity of a binary random field Verhagen's (1977) process on:ZZ z is a stationary, isotropic, binary Markov random field that allows a unilateral construction (Pickard 1977) , and whose distribution is determined by three parameters:
for all (i ,j) e :zzz. The correlation between X (i IJ I) and X (i z,ji) is
N; denotes the cardinality of Sn == Hi ,j)e:ZZ z: 1\>0; the cardinalities of the clusters are independent, Poisson random variables with mean A>O; conditionally upon the location of the cluster center and the cluster cardinality, the points in each cluster are independent with a common probability distribution Q on R 2 'centered' at the cluster center. If Q has support with finite diameter, then the counts corresponding to quadrats separated by a distance greater than this diameter are independent, and (2.1) is satisfied.
Three sampling situations are examined empirically: (1) Poisson process with 10 points per unit area, observed on the sampling window A 100 (one thousand replicates);
(IT) Neyman's process with 1\:=1 cluster center per unit area, and A::::1O points per cluster, observed on A 100 (one thousand replicates); (Hl) Neyman's process as in IT, observed on A 225 (five hundred replicates). In II and lIT the points in each cluster are distributed uniformly at random over a square, of sidelength 5, centered at the cluster center. 
